
AN ANALYSIS OF EOIN COLFERS FANTASY BOOK ARTEMIS FOWL THE

ETERNITY CODE

Artemis Fowl: The Eternity Code is the third book in the Artemis Fowl series, which consists of eight science fiction,
fantasy and children's literature books. The series is written by the Irish author Eoin Colfer and was released between
major themes, characters, and a full summary and analysis.

I'm surprised that I didn't actually but it made me like the book even more! Butler and Arno Blunt prepare for
violence. The Fairy Council subsequently strips Cudgeon of his post. Butler dies. He is no longer the same
boy who gave money to Amnesty International. Mulch accidentally locates a safe containing Artemis' copy of
the Book, revealing to the fairies the source of Artemis' knowledge, which he had led them to believe he had
acquired from a truth serum administered to Holly. Synopsis[ edit ] Artemis Fowl II is a year-old prodigy who
has dedicated his life to criminal activities. Although Artemis sees himself as an evil genius at the beginning
of the book, [6] and is portrayed as such, the end of the story contradicts this image when he pays the fairies to
help his mother. This backfires, as Butler, aided by Holly's healing powers, defeats the troll. After a discussion
with Root, who gives them 48 hours before he sends in a full Retrieval team, Artemis comes up with an
elaborate plan to retrieve the Cube from Spiro's office in Chicago, involving the use of Holly, Mulch and
Juliet. Cudgeon decides to release the troll Holly captured earlier into the mansion to force Artemis to allow
the fairies to enter and subdue the troll. Unfortunately, the agreement with the fairies was that they could wipe
his mind. The whole time of the heist, the reader thinks things are not going to work out. Artemis and Butler
track down possible locations for the ritual and start a stakeout. Holly grants the wish at the cost of half the
gold. He is a child prodigy, who has dedicated his life to criminal activities. The Seattle Times Company.
Artemis explains that he had gotten the idea from old fairy tales, in which human characters never wake up at
an inopportune moment for the fairies, and had guessed that time-stops were the reason. Fairies normally
cannot enter human dwellings without permission, but Mulch has forfeited the magic preventing him from
entering dwellings, causing him to be safe when burglarising. Naturally, she locates Artemis, who persuades
her to revive Butler with fairy magic and the aid of cryogenics. It is a pivotal moment where Artemis realizes
how much his actions affect others. The procedure saves Butler's life, but ages him approximately 15 years
extra. Artemis' enemies, the fairies, would be "the good side", but their actions call this view into
questionâ€”they are as determined as Artemis is, to achieve their goals, and while only some of them are
willing to ruthlessly deploy a troll, regardless of the possible danger to life, all are willing to utilise a
bio-bomb once Holly is out of the mansion to force Artemis into submission. The attempts to gain entry to the
manor continue as the LEP recruit an infamous criminal, the kleptomaniac dwarf Mulch Diggums , to break
in. Artemis' demonstration of the Cube inadvertently detects Fairy technology below ground, causing a
shutdown of all equipment in Haven city. He has kevlar around his chest making it difficult to breath and he
has aged fifteen years because Holly had to use some of his life force to save him. At the end, Butler demands
an explanation as to how Artemis came up with the idea of using sleeping pills. The "deaths" were almost
heartbreaking. There were so many things that I seriously didn't see coming. So he strings together every fairy
related word he can think of and Holly, the fairy arrives, not really thrilled to see him again.


